Answer the clues to get the numbers to unlock the treasure chest padlock!!

THE MOYSE'S HALL PIRATE TREASURE HUNT!

Send us a Facebook message or email, daniel.clarke@westsuffolk.gov.uk, to see if you've cracked the code.

Each clue will give you one digit…

...fill in the digits below for your chance to win the booty!!!

Padlock Code

Clue I  Clue II  Clue III  Clue IV  Clue V  Clue VI  Clue VII

Send us a Facebook message or email, daniel.clarke@westsuffolk.gov.uk, to see if you've cracked the code.
CLUE I
Many a shipmate has been put in a Gibbet cage, find the one pictured on the side of Moyse's and complete the date 179.

CLUE II
At the Guildhall you'll need eagle-eyes to count how many birds are above the door.

CLUE III
Tricky one, in our day Letitia Rooke owned the rickety 'Widow's Coffee Shop' between the Norman Tower and Cathedral. See if you can find the date of her death on a plaque nearby... 178.

CLUE IV
Be brave! Find the grave of Waterloo hero William Middleditch, near the Court House, a man that would have put us in our place. He passed 13th November 183.

CLUE V
For this clue you'll need the hole you cut-out on the separate page...

Here be dragons... and dodgy paths... So watch your step...

CLUE VI
In amongst the ruins, near the tennis courts, look high for the metal angels; who's chapel are they watching over? ST. ____ERT'S CHAPEL. THE THIRD LETTER IS THE _____ LETTER OF THE ALPHABET.

CLUE VII
Find the Abbeygate side door, find the stone skull! To the left is a window; how many stone angels are under it...
1. Cut out the hole and discard.

2. Find this shape in the Abbey Ruins by perfectly lining it up with the hole in the paper.
   Yes we’ve watched too much ‘Goonies’ – ask an adult.

3. Once in perfect line you’ll be standing near the clue’s answer… look down to the ground

What’s the missing Roman Numeral in this statement.
“ORDINGUS ABBAS MCXLVII – MCLVI”
Answer ____
And what number does that roman numeral represent?
____ this is the number for you padlock code for Clue V.
Let our very own Rusty Rattlebones guide you through some of the history you’ve found on the town treasure hunt...

**Clue I**
Gibbet Cages were most often used for traitors, murderers, highwaymen, PIRATES, and sheep stealers; they were meant to discourage others from committing similar offences.

**Clue II**
Did you know the men of the Guildhall were responsible for the disposal of plague victims bodies within the town.

**Clue III**
The Abbey precinct wall would have originally closed the gap between the Tower and St James's. (Cathedral) In the 18th century the Widow's Coffee Shop stood there, run by Mary and Letitia Rookes. It had a bad reputation, with some very naughty happenings occurring, but no evidence supports this idea.

**Clue IV**
William Middleditch fought at Waterloo; the decisive battle which marked the beginning of the end of Napoleon Bonaparte’s reign and with it France’s domination of Europe. Waterloo was 202 years ago...

**Clue V**
The body of Anglo-Saxon king Edmund was moved to this site in c903, and his shrine became a place of pilgrimage. The Abbey itself was founded in c1020 before its suppression in c1539.

**Clue VI**
Robert, a young boy from Bury, was allegedly murdered in 1181. Supposedly by the local Jewish community in a manner suspiciously similar to other killings attributed to Non-Christian groups; much like William of Norwich. Hmmm smells a bit fishy to me...!

**Clue VII**
There’s a lot of myths about the stone skull, with some people believing it might even be real! The skull is included in a wall that was probably built in the Victorian period. The skull, and angels, would have been parts of gravestones reclaimed and recycled as building material.
Colour and Design
Design an Edmund Wolf Pirate Flag...
...and choose your crew colours!
To help you on your way to joining the crew...

What Be YOUR Pirate Name?
First letter of your first name | Last letter of your first name | First letter of your Surname
A. Ol’ | A. Lagoon | A. Sea
B. Stinky | B. Barnacle | B. Joe
C. Creeps | C. Creepy | C. Pants
D. One Eye | D. Plank | D. Swashbuckler
E. Captain | E. Slappy | E. McGee
F. Fishy | F. Beard | F. Legs
G. Rogue | G. Hook | G. Smuggler
H. Sharkbait | H. Crabbe | H. Fishhawk
I. Red | I. Blubber | I. Jack
J. Sticky | J. Broom | J. Moonscar
K. Ghost | K. Treasure | K. Feathersword
L. Flying | L. One-Ear | L. Rat Breath
M. Whale | M. Claw | M. Skurvy
N. Cutlass | N. Parrot | N. Sea Rat
O. Ironhook | O. Flag | O. Silver
P. Mad | P. Stubbs | P. Slug
Q. Ruthless | Q. Turner | Q. Turn
R. Sean | R. of the Sea | R. of the Sea
S. Jean | S. Jambe de Bois | S. Jambe de Bois
T. Gunpowder | T. Black Jack | T. Dancer
U. Sassy | U’ | U’
V. Walker | V. Wild Winds | V. Bart
W. Salt | W. Squint | W. Steve
X. Cesar | X. Bully | X. Sparrow
Y. Long John | Y. Nautical | Y. Monkey
Z. Sidekick | Z. Prince | Z. Cove

It's easy to find your Pirate name. You take the first letter of your first name, the last letter of your first name and the first letter of your Surname and arrrrrrrrr - you got YOUR pirate name.

Pirate Lingo Word Search

AHoy
ANCHOR
AVAST
AYE
BISCUIT
BLIMEY
BOOTY
BUCCANEER
CORSAIR
CROW'S NEST
CUTLASS
DOUBLOONS
HEAVE HO
HORNSWAGGLE
JOLLY ROGER
LANDLUBBER
MAN-O-WAR
OLD SALT
PILLAGE
PLANK
PRIVATEER
RUM
SCALLYWAG
SCUTTLE
SEADOG
SHIPSHAPE
YO HO HO